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Across

1 Teenage daughter's attached 
to second-rate parasite. 
What a wimp! (3,5,6)

9 Sweet and sour cocktail - it 
goes to one's head (3'6)

10 Stand where fish is packed 
in whilst the wrong way 
round (5)

11 Chancellor of the 
Exchequer's keeping 
margins from accelerating 
pound (4)

12 Man of straw say, haplessly 
intent on confronting 
unknown (9)

14 Republican gains insight 
about leaders in Senate 
elections comeback (8)

15 How Springboks typically 
are featured by Bugle 
editor (6)

17 seeing article by 
newspaper sullied 
principally with 
plagiarisms? (6)

19 Greenland for example 
declared spinster's no 
maiden Queen (8)

22 Yankee John's put into 
smallest room a school's 
keeping for lazybones (9)

23 Risky poem for youngsters' 
debuts (4)

25 Interrogate King ineptly (5)

26 After dark retire with new 
negligee (9)

28 Going West perhaps, to 
horizon? (9,5)

Down

1 Greyhound's one system of 
communication! (3)

2 Resents having endless fish 
buried in scrambled eggs (7)

3 Much of media backing is 
the same (4)

4 Head's after fifty put down 
for detention (8)

5 Piercing smell over arena 
(6)

6 Go canoeing at sea? (5-5)

7 Sitting tenants ultimately 
overwhelmed by rising 
sounds (7)

8 Takes on grubby cheats 
(5,5)

11 Idiomatically only 
somewhat appetizing - for 
clerical sustenance? (7,3)

13 Twist belt and coil it to 
make painter (10)

16 "Terminal" essentially 
denotes state of Newmarket 
in Kentucky for instance (8)

18 Former partner given old 
proclaimed Indian cuisine 
curiosities (7)

20 Gangsters here?  If so I am 
off! (7)

21 Old magazine's trapping a 
prominent corporation (6)

24 Put an end to boatloads 
turning up (4)

27 Mutt's anxiety is regularly 
showing (3)


